
Here is a sample of ten students’ responses to Exercise 4. 



Exercise 4 – Spatio-Temporal Mapping 1 
 
Spatial Mapping 1:  Observe an individual.  Create a spatio-temporal map of that 
individual’s movements that focuses on the individual’s relationship to the other 
individuals in the environment.  What rules appear to guide how much of a cushion of 
space the individual keeps around her- or himself under different circumstances (e.g., 
with different individuals, in different parts of the habitat, or during different activities?)   
 
The trick to this exercise is to focus on the negative space between the bodies you are 
watching.  You want to find a way to quickly note where your individual is each time you 
are supposed to take data but also to note how close they are to anyone around them. 
 
Whatever you decide, don’t forget to 1) appropriately benchmark your observations 
across time, 2) stay focused on watching the space between the individual you selected 
and the others in the habitat, and 3) gather duration data on how long a given buffer of 
space is maintained whenever you can. 
 
 
 



4.0  (Helen Wills)  This is a rock-solid response to this exercise.  Note the difference in 
the researcher’s descriptions of what she observed and her reflection on those 
observations later on.  It’s so important to step back to look for patterns in this kind of 
data if we want it to feed other interests that we have, particularly in terms of 
relationships between the individual we’re tracking and anyone else.   
 
Note also how, because the environment is so object-rich, the student could use 
individuals’ proximity to these different objects as a kind of distance shorthand for 
herself.  She doesn’t have to give a lot of distances here because she knows the habitat 
and the locations of everything in it.  If she wanted to put numbers to what she saw in the 
future, she could simply make a map of the habitat for reference, and substitute the 
distances between objects into her analysis.  Whether one uses fixed feature locations or 
an eye-balled approximation of distance doesn’t matter.  The point is to locate your 
subjects at each data point and thus be able to recreate whatever level of granularity you 
want afterwards. 



Helen Wills | Exercises in Behavioral Observation, SOC 498/598-001
Observation Notes, 9/18/12 
Time: 11:00am - 11:45pm
Location: Regenstein Center for African Apes, Lincoln Park Zoo
Subject: Susie, a young female gorilla

Assignment
• Observe a single gorilla - pick one you think you can track. Create a spatio-temporal map that   
 focuses on the individual’s relationship to other individuals in the environment.
• What rules appear to guide how much of a cushion of space that individual keeps around   
 herself under different circumstances - relative to different individuals, relative to different parts  
 of the habitat, and during different activities?
• Don’t forget to appropriately mark the time benchmarks, and stay focused on the negative   
 space between the individuals and others in the environment.

Setting the Stage
I chose Susie to observe because she seems to be fairly active with a lot of personality. 
That, and she has distinct grey sideburns that will hopefully help me track her throughout the 
observation. We were also limited to the silverback troop because the bachelor troop was 
blocked from view. The two different bachelor pairs were recently introduced to the same space 
together, and the area was blockaded so the gorillas could fraternize and get used to each other 
more before the public was introduced into the equation. 

Before I began taking notes for the observation, I stood and just took in what was going on. 
I also used the time to try to figure out which gorilla was which - a skill I haven’t quite gotten 
down, yet. There were a few gorillas very close to the large glass doors to the outside, which 
were closed. They clustered on the lefthand side looking outside, in what looked like anticipation 
for something about to happen. Some were standing, others sitting (on the ground, on the tree 
stump). Two or three urinated while standing and looking outside. [Was this out of excitement?]

Eventually, the keepers came out and scattered food all around the outside habitat. A few 
minutes later, the glass doors unlocked and slowly opened, as the gorillas all (except one, not 
sure who) ran outside to find the food.

Observations 
11:01am 
Susie has found an area to eat outside (over the hill, where I can’t see her). Bana came outside 
to come sit near her, perched on the edge of the hill, looking in Susie’s direction.

11:03am
Bana has moved to stop staring at Susie, and is now sitting by herself in the middle of higher 
plateau. Susie is still off on her own, out of sight. A minute or so later, she comes over the hill 
with lettuce in her mouth. She sits in the space where Bana is, about six to ten feet away, and 
they face each other. Susie then walks by Bana, a sideways walk, so she doesn’t turn her back 
on her, then give her a sideways glance as she passes by. The closest they come is about six 
feet. Susie has food in her fists. She walks inside, and I lose sight of her for a moment.

When inside, I see that she is on the ropes, climbing up to a branch in the middle of the habitat. 
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11:08am
Susie has walked to the top of triangular structure. There is another female gorilla up there, I 
believe Raleigh. (I cannot see their interaction.)

Raleigh moves over to the little hammock area. Kwan, meanwhile, is by the fence.

11:10am
Raleigh sits in the hammock, eating lettuce and holding carrots in her hands. Susie remains on 
the top of the structure. I cannot see her movements or action, but know that she is alone on the 
structure, now that Raleigh has left. 

[Did Susie go up there to have company, and Raleigh wasn’t interested? Or, did she kick 
Raleigh out of the space?]

11:14am
The gorillas are fairly equally spaced. They all are facing Kwan. Kwan is still by the fence, now 
with his back to it, facing the center of the habitat. 

11:16am
Bana gets down from the “resting ledge” on the lefthand side of the back wall of the habitat, and 
walks to the door to the outside. She comes back in closer to the corner of observation glass 
that juts into the space and sits. Susie is out of view, laying low on top of the triangular structure.

[Are we now entering nap time? This was a quick transition after eating. Does food always make 
them tired or can it energize them, the excitement of getting fed?]

Susie is on her back, I can only see her hands grasping one of her feet in the air.

11:19am
There are three gorillas on the floor: Kwan and two females. Bana is now in the corner against 
the fence. The other gorilla might be Kowali. 

There are three gorillas in the air: Susie is on the structure, Raleigh is in the hammock, and 
Bahati is in the “nest” ledge to the top right of the back wall.

11:21am
Susie sits up. Apparently, I missed that Raleigh had climbed from the hammock to the top of the 
triangular structure. She now sits with her back against the wall, staring at Susie.

Kwan walks to the center of the habitat, the female on the ground near the triangular structure 
(Kowali, I believe) runs by him. Bana walks from the far corner near the fence to the corner 
near the structure, where Kowali was. Susie moves from the high triangular platform, across the 
bamboo to the other side of the hammock, against the glass corner there, remaining up high. 

11:23am
Raleigh now has moved from the triangular structure to the bamboo, slides down one shoot to 
the floor. Susie is about three feet from Bahati, on some bamboo just below the nest ledge. All 
eyes are on the fence right now. [Do they expect something to happen?]

Susie sits up to get in the nest and the two (Susie and Bahati) lay down together, facing each 
other, their arms resting in front of their faces and hands very close to each other.
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11:23am (cont.)
Susie sits up and Bahati grabs at her head. Susie sits with her back up against the wall. 

11:25am
They are now both laying down again, hanging over the ledge. Susie sits up gain. 

Kowali is in the tree, with her back to it but can see the action to her right, as well as what is 
going on outside, in profile. 

11:27am
Everyone is still staring at the fence, except Kwan who sits with his arms crossed, facing the 
observation glass with his back to the triangular structure, but still in periphery to the fence. He 
stares up and side to side. [Perhaps keeping tabs on where everyone is in the habitat.]

Susie is still in the nest with Bahati. 

11:29am
Raleigh climbs the bamboo with a piece of cardboard and a pile of straw and sits in the 
hammock. Kowali is on top of the triangular structure. 

11:31am
Four females are now high up; Kwan is on the ground with one other female (Bana, I believe).  
The only two that are anywhere close to each other (more than six feet) are Bahati and Susie.

[There must be a different spatial relationship between mother and daughter.]

Kowali hangs over the edge of the triangular structure with her head resting on folded arms, 
facing the fence. 

11:35am
Raleigh shifts the cardboard in her hands, picks at it with her lips.

11:37am
It looks like Susie and Bahati are now spooning, facing the same way lying down. Susie 
becomes alert and looks over the edge.

11:39am
Raleigh looks down over her right shoulder from the triangular structure. Kwan is still hanging 
out in the same spot, same position. Susie is on her back now in the nest, looking over the 
ledge upside down.

[She stays in the same place, lounging with Bahati, but hasn’t spent much time with her eyes 
not on the floor.]

Kwan goes over to Bana in the corner near the fence/observation glass. From where I stand on 
in the center of the observation glass, it looks like he mounts her for about five seconds from 
behind. Bana moves then stands in the other corner near the fence, facing Kwan. 

Bahati then comes into action, and throws a chunk of straw down from the nest, then climbs 
down quickly to the ground to be near Bana. 
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11:41am
Susie throws straw around in the nest. Bana leaves the area by the fence with Kwan following 
her in a bizarre, slow manner across to the left side of the habitat, walking to her side (almost 
looming). Then Bana stops walking and Kwan continues to walk outside through the right glass 
door. Bana then turns left to grab a big pile of straw, and kicks it along the ground back to the 
right side of the habitat. Bahati is sitting by the fence. Raleigh climbs into the nest with Susie, 
who immediately grabs a clump of straw and jumps onto the fence. [The straw drops, I believe.] 
She climbs up high across the fence, then drops down to the ground. 

Susie then grabs a huge pile of straw and climbs to the top of the triangular structure, on the far 
side against the wall. Kwan comes inside and climbs to the top of the structure. Susie backs up 
but stays up there, sitting and facing him.

11:45am
Susie climbs off structure across the bamboo, to a ledge near the outward facing window. Bahati 
is already up there, sitting with her to the right.

End observation. 

Analysis on spatio-temporal mapping
There were a few themes that emerged for me in this observation: displacement, Susie’s 
relationships to other gorillas in the space, and Kwan’s role in the spatial relationships of the 
troop.

Displacement
I found that, generally speaking, the female gorillas all kept an equal distance from each other in 
the habitat (between 15-20 feet apart, very roughly). They all faced in the direction of Kwan, or 
had him in peripheral sight most of the time. An interesting incident occurred when one female 
entered a space where another female was already present. For example, at 11:08am Susie 
climbs up onto the triangular structure where Raleigh sits, and Raleigh soon thereafter leaves 
the structure to rest in the hammock. The cause of Raleigh’s displacement is uncertain. Was this 
a power play on Susie’s part, or was Susie in search of company? Did Raleigh move because 
she felt encroached upon, or was she not in the mood to be near Susie? (Do gorillas have 
“moods”, good or bad?)

Ten minutes later, Raleigh comes back onto the triangular platform where Susie remained. 
They sit near each other, Raleigh with her back against the wall, staring at Susie. They remain 
in this position for a couple of minutes before Susie then moves again to another perch. They 
don’t interact again until ~35 minutes later, when Raleigh climbs into the ledge nest where 
Susie is, and Susie immediately grabs some straw and jumps to the fence wall. This time, 
Raleigh displaces Susie. Was the nest space too small for the both of them? Is it one or both 
that doesn’t like to be in such close proximity to the other? I’d be interested to explore the idea 
of displacement and space - as one comes, the other goes - and the relational dynamics that 
create conditions for displacement.

Susie’s relationships
The interactions I observed Susie have were with Raleigh, Bana, Bahati and a short one with 
Kwan. As mentioned above, it seems that Raleigh and Susie have a complicated relationship. I 
wonder, do they have a history that makes things tense? Or, is this the awkward beginnings of a 
friendship?
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Bana and Susie had a short interaction in the beginning of my observation where Bana was 
interested in watching Susie from the top of the hill as she gathered food. Susie and Bana 
shared a moment when Susie came to the plateau to eat a while, facing Bana, but then edged 
past Bana with a sideways gait and glance. Perhaps food and eating makes the gorillas more 
protective and less social, so that Susie was in fact just trying to keep her food to herself?

As for Kwan, I was surprised that Susie didn’t immediately flee when Kwan came to the top of 
the triangular structure with her. She only stayed up there with him for a minute or so, but didn’t 
seem that she would automatically back down from the small area when he arrived. Perhaps 
she and Kwan exchanged a look that I could not see clearly. 

The last and most apparent relationship that was reflected spatially was between Susie and 
her mother, Bahati. In fact, they are the only two female gorillas I saw touch each other. As 
they sat in the ledge nest in the upper right hand corner of the habitat, they kept a very intimate 
proximity, sometimes touching the backs of their hands or arms, laying in mirrored body 
positions. Bahati seemed to be playful with Susie when she grabbed at her head as Susie sat 
upright. Susie doesn’t seem to be “attached” to Bahati - she did not follow her around the habitat 
- but it did seem that during down time, they enjoyed being in close proximity to each other. 

Kwan’s role in the spatial relationships of the troop
The only times when I saw multiple gorillas move at the same time was twice when Kwan 
moved or did something to provoke a female. The first was 11:21am when Kwan moves to the 
center of the habitat and three other gorillas move their placement, though the exact reason for 
their movement is not apparent - possibly to rearrange themselves in relationship to Kwan’s new 
position? The second was 11:39am, when Kwan mounts Bana and Bahati jumps down from the 
nest. Kwan is not the only instigator of movement amount the females, but there seems to be a 
strong relationship between his location and theirs in relation to it. 

Reflections on the process
One aspect that made this activity easier was having other observers present to help keep track 
of who is who in the habitat. Though I was able to track Susie easily enough, my focus on her 
made it difficult to keep tabs on where the other gorillas were and who they were when I needed 
to mark their spatial relationships. 

Field notes
See attached. 
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